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[Editor's note: Continuing a series taken directly from Bonnie

Ross-Parker's book, Y.O.U. Set a High Standard for Being

Human. We will publish a chapter each month though

2009]
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“I feel the excitement when applauding  wonderful news.”

Successful people make decisions quickly and move  confidently. They

trust their instincts and always remember how they created their success.

Most of all they celebrate their own success and the success of others.

Success does not come with all work and no play.

Celebrating is the best way to
feel good about your
accomplishments and share
friendship with friends, business
associates and family.

Believe  In  Abundance
Have faith in your abilities – Don’t give up. Defy the Odds – the most

successful people have been met with challenges and nay Sayers and

the defining success came when they realized that they could defy the

odds and they did.

Surround  Yourself  With  Successful  People
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Choose successful and caring people as your  friends. Spend time with

individuals who support and  energize you. It is often said that your life is

defined by the sum total of the five people you spend 75% of your time

with.

Don’t let anyone criticize your dreams and visions. Listen to empowering

tapes and programs. Hang out with people who do.

Praise Others Who Are Successful
Acknowledge others for their success – learn from successful people.

Send a note or phone and verbalize your support.

Be happy for others who become
successful – share  in the
universal energy of abundance.

Be  A  Cheerleader
Connect with successful people and ask what you can do to support their

efforts.

Share their story of success with others. Pass on good news - always

focus on the good events in others’ lives.

What Five Steps Can You Take to  Celebrate the
Success of Others?

Action Steps:
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“There is only hope if people will begin to awaken that spiritual part of

themselves - that heartfelt acknowledgment that we are the caretakers of

life on this planet.”

~Brooke Medicine Eagle
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Bonnie Ross-Parker, America's Connection Diva, is a multi-dimensional

entrepreneur with a background in teaching, franchising, network

marketing, direct selling, mentoring and publishing. She has had several

articles published, is a Certified Network Marketer and authored two

books: Walk In My Boots - The Joy of Connecting and Y.O.U. - Set A

High Standard for Being Human. Passionate about networking, in

August, 2002, Bonnie launched her licensed program, "The Joy of

Connecting" - an innovative program for women who are serious about

growing their business. Women who participate are entrepreneurs,

professionals and business owners. There are currently 60 locations for

The Joy of Connecting in 12 states. Check it out at:

www.TheJOYofConnecting.com Bonnie travels nationwide providing

workshops on "Effective Networking for Effective Results" and primarily

focuses on women in the profession of direct selling/network marketing.  
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